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Sony has announced that it will be opening up cross-platform play on its PlayStation 4 console, beginning with Fortnite today.
Until now .... PlayStation-Xbox Cross-Play is now possible for Fortnite Battle Royale. Sony has enabled the open beta for this
functionality. ... video game is finally getting a cross-play functionality between PlayStation 4 and Xbox One.. Sony was
underfire for a long time regarding its reluctance to support cross-play, but following an open beta featuring a handful of
tentpole titles, the ... Below you'll find a list of all PS4 games with cross-console play, which we'll ... Fortnite allows you to play
with friends on Android and iOS devices, Nintendo .... After months of pressure, Sony is finally opening up to cross-platform
play with its console cousins, starting with an open Fortnite beta.. Sony talks cross-play: 'Fortnite on PS4 is best for users' ... or
not Sony will open up the PS4 to allow cross-play between systems in Fortnite might not ... be a nice bit of positive PR if Sony
did open its borders to foreign console traffic on Fortnite .... PlayStation opening up cross-play to all developers is one of the ...
Sony started off the generation strong by dominating the Xbox One in terms of ... hot water after players were locked out of
cross-progression in Fortnite if they .... Sony reversed its long-running rule against cross-platform play, and that ... But it doesn't
mean that Sony has weakened the value of owning a PlayStation 4. ... point, but our goal remains to take a more open stance
with cross-platform ... You can play it on Xbox One, Nintendo Switch, PlayStation 4, PC, iOS .... Fortnite Cross Platform –
Crossplay PC, PS4, Xbox, Switch or iOS. Fortnite Battle Royale is a game which is played all across the world. Different ...
They will start with an open beta where you can try it out with friends, to see the opportunities it brings. You can read the full
official statement from the CEO of Sony Interactive .... Sony finally opened up cross-platform development to all game ... up a
fight when Fortnite opened up its cross-platform gaming gates, ... In theory, you could be in a four-person match with friends on
Xbox, PlayStation, Switch, .... Cross-platform play is still in its infancy, but a number of games ... All cross-platform games
(PS4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch, and PC) ... Not that long ago, the thought of cross-platform online multiplayer between
Sony, Microsoft, and ... In the past year or so, thanks to games like Minecraft, Fortnite, and .... It will start with an open beta
beginning today for Fortnite (what else?), allowing “cross platform gameplay, progression and commerce” across PlayStation 4,
Android, iOS, Nintendo Switch, Xbox One, Microsoft Windows, and Mac.. Sony is backing down and supporting Fortnite cross-
play on PlayStation 4. The policy change will open up gamers to play across PS4, Xbox .... The first step will be an open beta
beginning today for Fortnite that will allow for cross ... I play xbox and playstation are genuinely glad crossplay is happening.tbh
... Sony's had cross platform with PC for ages, keep up. Wurlok.. Giving the fans what they want While some attributed this to
pressure from angry Fortnite fans who couldn't log into their PS4 game accounts on the Nintendo Switch, Sony officially
announced an actual Cross-Play Beta program with Rocket League as its first game.. Sony has put up a lot of resistance in
allowing cross-platform play on its ... However, with the next-generation console wars starting to heat up and the PS4's ... up
cross-play somewhat last September allowing its PS4 Fortnite .... After a multiplayer experience that isn't limited to one
platform? ... platform manufacturers can also be hesitant – cough, Sony, cough – to open up cross-platform play, given they ...
Fortnite (Xbox One, PS4, Switch, PC, mobile).. With our group split between Xbox and PlayStation owners, the ... Are the
floodgates open, or will cross-play be reserved for a select few? 1 .... Sony has finally fixed its biggest PlayStation failing, albeit
indirectly and ... Sony is finally opening up the PlayStation for cross-play with other platforms. ... a shared matchmaking pool
between PlayStation 4 and Xbox One players. ... of the Fortnite phenomenon and its cross-platform popularity, Sony pivoted ....
Sony is fairly closefisted with the PS4 platform. ... it as a positive PR maneuver or if Sony genuinely intends to support
crossplay as a standard across its platform.. For a long time, Sony was resistant to let people play PS4 games with their friends
on other platforms. It cracked open the door with a cross-play beta for Fortnite a little over a year ago, and now it's allowing all
developers to make use of cross-platform capabilities. f559db6386 
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